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BOOST over the years
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From ideas...
[Marzani ‘13 ‘14]

[Metodiev ‘18]
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From ideas... ...to measurements

[Mozer ‘18]

[Marzani ‘13 ‘14]

[FD ‘18]

[Roloff ‘18]

[Roloff ‘19][Metodiev ‘18]

[Kar ‘19] 2



Many interesting talks on a 
broad range of topics!

- new method;
- new calculation; 
- new measurement

[Kar]
[Wang]

[Qu]

[Mantilla Suarez]

[Nachman]

[Brooks]
[Moult]
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Many interesting talks on a broad 
range of topics!

Can we classify them with ML?

Topic modelling with LDA on 
titles and abstracts

              ⇒  not so bad!

(projected to two dimensions with t-SNE)

[inspired by Metodiev’s “Space of Jets” plot] 3



Progress this year
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Progress this year
I will split the talks in three broad categories

- New Calculations
- Advances in Tools and Methods
- Machine Learning

Good for the field, but bad for the summary 
speaker: many talks at the interface between 
different topics.

Disclaimer: Apologies for any omission or misunderstandings,                 
please refer to the original talks !
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Calculations

Credit: Sydney Harris



New Calculations
This wouldn’t be BOOST without a range of new calculations!

Several new results pushing the precision boundaries:

- NNLL calculation of substructure observable
- NLL’ calculation of jet shape
- Calculation of power corrections for groomed jet mass

In parallel to precision effort we also saw:

- Calculation of new observables
- Algorithmic improvements for correlators
- Theory view on quark and gluon discrimination
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Precision calculation of the jet shape
● New state-of-the-art NLL’ calculation of jet shape, resumming R 

and r/R logs
● Recoil of the jet axis due to soft radiation taken into account
● Model non-pert. effects by adding localized energy, with 

displacement of jet axis

[Waalewijn]
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● Good agreement with ATLAS & CMS data 
● Non-perturbative model critical for 

description of distribution tail



Power Corrections for Soft Drop Jet Mass
[Pathak]

● Groomed jet mass robust to hadronization corrections, 
interesting candidate for αs extraction

● Requires accurate theoretical predictions over wide mass 
range

● Identify Soft Drop Operator Expansion region where 
leading power corrections can be included

● Fit universal coefficients using parton and 
hadron-level MC

● Good description of hadronization corrections down to 
the fully non-perturbative region 7



The Collinear Limit of the Energy-Energy Correlator: 
From CFTs to Jet Substructure

[Moult]
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● Can we understand all-order structure of substructure 
observables in a simpler theory and apply lessons to 
QCD?

● Consider collinear limit of N-point EEC in CFT, 
interesting because: no double logs, no non-global 
logs, unaffected by grooming

● Achieve NNLL accuracy by computing twist-two 
anomalous dimensions, mapping CFT jet function to 
QCD equivalent

EEC is sensitive probe of initiating parton and can be
computed at high perturbative accuracy



Cutting Multiparticle Correlators Down to Size
[Komiske]

● Multiparticle correlators are ubiquitous observables in 
collider physics

● Naive computation complexity is MN but tree graphs 
can be computed in with M2 Variable Elim 

● Reorganize sums with Energy Flow Moments
● β=2 EFPs become O(M)
● Can be used to find Tensor identities

 
and to count basis of amplitudes
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A Theory of Quark vs. Gluon Discrimination
[Larkoski]

● Different representations of jets should be roughly 
equivalent, but some key properties should be 
observed

● N-subjettiness, ECFs, EFPs, well suited for 
theoretical study

● What kinematic properties are driving separation 
power between quark and gluon initiated jets?
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A Theory of Quark vs. Gluon Discrimination
v

[Larkoski]

● Consider           space, gluon jets contaminated by 
quarks 

● But quark sample can be made arbitrarily pure for
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Collinear Drop
[Chien]
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● New observable probing radiation sandwiched between 
two Soft Drop configurations

● Can probe soft physics while removing collinear 
contributions

● Calculated up to NLL with SCET and compared to MC, 
good agreement with Vincia

● Sensitivity to underlying event can be tuned through 
first SD parameters



Bonus: Lund plane comparison

20

[Thanks to Gregory for the plot]

[Roloff]

● We saw a first measurement of the Lund plane using 
charged tracks on Thursday

● Preliminary calculation using NLO + running coupl. 
shows reasonably good agreement with data!



Tools and
Methods

Box of dental tools, c. 1830-1850, New England
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston



Advances in Tools and Methods
After more than 10 years of BOOST, we are still finding new approaches to extract 
the most out of the data, and improving modeling of LHC collisions.

● Improvements of parton showers for heavy ion and coloured resonance 
decays

● New approach for parton showers with quantum computers
● Novel methods to extract fundamental Higgs and QCD constants
● ML-inspired metric for collider events
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Parton shower and jets in the quark-gluon plasma
[Soyez]

● Can we build a leading-log shower for heavy ions?
● Consider both Vacuum-like and medium-induced 

emissions.
● VLEs: angular-ordered emissions derived from 

soft-collinear limit of splitting function
● MIEs: additional emissions ordered in formation time tf 

= 2/ωθ2, only soft divergence         

Factorised evolution in 3 stages:
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Parton shower and jets in the quark-gluon plasma
[Soyez]

● This method provides reasonable description of data
● VLE shower provides multiple sources for the MIEs, 

critical in increasing energy loss at high pt
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Constraining the Higgs width at the HL-LHC
[Mantilla Suarez]

● Measuring or constraining the Higgs width is critical to 
pinning down the Higgs sector

● Current strategies rely on off-shell measurements
● Could we place constraints from inclusive cross 

section and decays, similar to approach for lepton 
colliders?

● Proof of concept analysis: could potentially constrain ΓH to 
~0.8-2 MeV, competitive with off-shell method
 
  ⇒ Interesting avenue for further study
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Coherent Showers in Decays of Coloured Resonances
[Brooks]

● Large uncertainties associated to specific shower model
● New approach to coherent parton showers in the decays of 

coloured resonances, based on resonance-final QCD 
antennae, implemented in VINCIA

● Same singularity structure as IF antennae but different 
phase-space factorisations and kinematic mapping

● Noticeable differences in b-jet profile and top mass spectrum

Parton showers are widely used, 
important to study their 
uncertainties and accuracy
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Investigating the use of Quantum Computers for Final 
State Radiation

[Nachman]
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● Quantum computers provide a natural framework to 
perform computations of quantum phenomena

● Classical Markov Chain MC parton showers forced to 
neglect some interference/subleading color effects

 ⇒ Develop quantum circuit describing quantum properties of PS

● Quantum circuit can capture 
interferences, scaling is polynomial

Toy QED

    ⇒ promising avenue for future applications
of quantum computers in HEP!



Fitting the strong coupling constant for soft-drop thrust
[Theeuwes]
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● Precise measurement of αs critical, uncertainties feed 
back into all other theoretical predictions

● Can jet physics provide a competitive measurement?
● Fit from Thrust with Soft-Drop grooming: 

○ reduced hadronization effects
○ known at NLO+NLL
○ can be measured to high accuracy

● Monte Carlo study indicates potential to extract αs to ~5% at LEP
● Will it be competitive with real data and uncertainties?
● Can it be extended to the LHC?



The Space of Collider Events
[Metodiev]

● Can we systematically quantify the difference 
between two jets or events?

● Energy Mover’s distance: metric between two 
probabilities, quantifies work required to rearrange 
momentum in event

● Provides an interesting tool to classify or 
visualize the space of jets

● Can this be used to improve pileup 
subtraction or to train GANs?
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Machine Learning

Credit: xkcd.com



ML @ BOOST
● Explosion of applications of machine 

learning in jet substructure over the past 
~2 years

● Impact of ML in HEP has spun off into a 
number of separate venues:
ML4Jets, ICML workshop, Aspen conference, ...

● Many interesting talks this year on new 
ML-driven approaches to solve a range of 
existing problems

[Shih]

or

[Thaler]

○ Tagging
○ Grooming
○ Reweighting

○ NN uncertainties
○ Interpretability
○ Event-wide identification
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/745718/
https://sites.google.com/view/icml2019phys4dl/
https://sites.google.com/view/phys4ml


The Machine Learning Landscape of Top Taggers
[Macaluso]

● Comparison of wide range of ML Top taggers using 
common data set

● Provides a useful benchmark of existing tools, and 
performance goal for new approaches

● Many taggers provide similar performance
   ⇒ are there other metrics to consider?
      interpretability, calculability, robustness, speed?
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ParticleNet: Jet Tagging via Particle Clouds
[Qu]

● Consider jets as “particle clouds”, i.e. unordered set of its 
constituent particles

● Map particle cloud to a graph, with each vertex 
representing a particle

● Use this representation with customized neural network 
architecture based on Dynamic Graph CNN

● Outperforms all other current jet tagging techniques

● How robust is this method to 
non-perturbative 
effects/soft-collinear splittings?

● Can some IRC safety be 
implemented in a way that retains 
performance?
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Interpretable Deep Learning for Two-Prong Jet 
Classification with Jet Spectra

[Lim]

● Can we open the box and gain some first principle 
understanding of what a NN is learning?

● Use two-point correlation spectrum as input to NN

● Can achieve good performance with truncated 
series, equivalent to logistic regression

● Method could be extended to three-pronged jets

Can this interpretability be used for analytic 
calculations or to study non-pert. effects? 
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End-to-end particle and event identification at the Large 
Hadron Collider with CMS Open Data

[Usai]

● Is it possible to do end-to-end identification using low-level 
detector data?

● Jet tagging competitive with alternative approaches
● Performs well on full events, can separate qq v. gg dijets 

better with a fully end-to-end approach

Is it possible to understand what additional correlations 
the event-level classification is learning?
Does it depend on the jet radius, ISR?
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Relativistic Harmonic Networks
 

[Shimmin]

● Can we construct NN architecture that builds in 
symmetries to rotations and boosts?

● Group equivariant networks tend to learn faster and with 
less parameters when applied to problems with 
appropriate symmetries

● Proof-of-concept study with 
single-layer network seems to 
indicate no gain in performance, but 
smaller network sizes
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Uncovering latent jet substructure
 

[Dillon]

● Can we use Latent Dirichlet Allocation to extract jet 
topics differentiating signal and background? 

● Use clustering history to extract features

● Application to classification of new physics signal
● Efficient background rejection even with small signal 

sample
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Jet grooming through reinforcement learning
 

[Carrazza]

● Jet grooming critical tool in jet physics
● Can performance of grooming algorithms be 

improved?
● Use reinforcement learning to train a NN-based 

groomer with optimal mass resolution
● Desired behaviour is enforced through reward fct

● ML grooming leads to improved mass 
resolution

● Algorithm retains calculability and 
robustness of heuristic methods
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Deep-Learning Jets with Uncertainties and More
● Is it possible to use Bayesian NN as a 

handle on uncertainties in ML?

[Thompson]

● Same performance as deterministic NN

● Event wide tagging with Capsule Networks
● Model is able to use correlations from full event
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Reweighting via classification for MC tuning
[Andreassen]

● Is it possible to reweight an event through a NN
● Use high-dimensional classifiers to reweight phase space and 

identify the best parameters for describing data
● Both continuous or discrete reweighting of Monte Carlo

Precise full phase-space 
reweighting has a wide number of 
applications for simulations, 
parameter tuning, and modeling of 
systematic uncertainties
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Looking back to ‘18
Jesse Thaler’s hopes for this year:
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Looking back to ‘18
Jesse Thaler’s hopes for this year:

✓ ⨯ ⨯

There is a lot of opportunities for progress left 
for BOOST 2020!
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My hopes for 2020

● Can we come up with quantifiable metrics beyond performance 
for comparisons of different ML algorithms? Different metrics for 
different applications?

[arXiv:1803.07977]● Is it possible to find ways to leverage performance gains from 
ML methods in calculable and robust frameworks?
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● Can we perform precision calculations for other key 
jet substructure observables? And compare these 
calculations with measurements?

● Is it possible to improve non-perturbative modelling, 
e.g. through improvements of perturbative 
component of parton showers?

https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.07977


Conclusions
● Machine learning is here to stay. 
● If a problem can be framed in the “right” way, ML can lead to real insights - but 

it should be primarily viewed as tool! 
● Precision calculations of jet substructure observables will be critical for future 

measurements, notably for αs extractions
● See you in Hamburg!
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